Puzzle Solved.

There were many answers submitted in the competition that has been run by "Vichy Bubble" to determine who would be best fitted to take part of the Back Bay matron as it is to be presented in Huntington Hall on Saturday, March 7. And who do you suppose was the lucky winner? Why, it was Little Morris Chair—every one knows truth nobody else thought so either. To him goes this distinct honor.

Hashey Goto on Field Day—Srle of 1910 Techniques Monday at One.

You have a 1360 Technique? It not, sit one next Monday, "Mike," I dislike scantly, "what are a Field Day?"

"Field Day," Interpreted Mike with a Cross-Cultural expression, "are one glorious radius-house. It are a great chance of Fresh men to make a smear of Slopemores. It are embodiment of all door to Institute, are you suggestive?"

I am decompose.

"Why they do it?" I next require.

"For brother love of the classes," say Mike. "Hon. Teddy says, competition is life of occupation. So here, too. You make knock out of Slopemore and therefore equals friendship."

I make a young brain storm.—Letters of a Japanese Schoolboy.

And Hashey Goto talks funnier than the above in other parts of his letters.

Besides the pictures and accounts of the athletic teams and societies and activities, and the Grinda, and the dozens of other good parts of the 1910 Technique, there are the pictures of the Institute—pictures of individual pieces of apparatus that you have worked on as well as general pictures of laboratories, lecture rooms, "33 Walker" and others. Take a look at them next Monday in the Union and in Rogers Corridor at one to one o'clock.

Remember, there are not very many left and these will go fast, so be on time. The price is only fifty cents for two, or twenty cents for one, in perfect condition, and the photographs alone are worth many times that.

Praises Architects.

Mr. Clapp, chief designer of the architectural office of C. H. Blackhall, theatre designer, was a visitor at the department of architecture yesterday and conducted the class through the exhibition galleries and explained awards of the recent competitions, announced last week. Mr. Clapp is a member of the Jury of Awards. He said that in his opinion the general tone of work was of an extraordinary high order.

Varsity Pictures.

The Varsity one and two-mile relay teams will have their pictures taken Tuesday at 1.15 at Notman's, 3 Park Street. It is imperative that all members of the teams be on time for the picture.

Meetirig of Institute Committee Yesterday.

Question of Speakers in Union at Noon Hour Discussed—Hurlburd Reinstated.

The Institute Committee yesterday met under a long session in which many important business matters were taken up. At the roll call the following were found to be absent: P. H. Deff, T. K. Dean, L. B. Wyman, Z. P. Chau, H. B. Richman, and H. W. Trust.

The Junior Executive Committee reported that a card index of the happenings in the Union has been placed at the Cash. There is also a list of names of the officers of every activity with their addresses.

The matter of the exclusion of members, except of the T. C. A., from the Union at noon was discussed at length. Some contended that it takes away the right of the students to lounge around and have a social hour. The position of the T. C. A. was also considered. Some seemed to think that the T. C. A. has no more right to the Union than any other activity. Others claimed that the T. C. A., owing to its peculiar position, should have especial privileges. The fact was brought out that T. C. A. interests nearly every Tech man.

President Dunne suggested that the names of the proposed speakers be submitted to the Union Committee, which should act on each name separately. A motion was made to exclude all speakers from the Union at the noon hour, but it was not carried. A motion to let the Union Committee act on each name separately was made, but this too was lost. The affair was then dropped entirely.

The question of the Track Manager being on the Advisory Council was taken up. Sentiment seemed to be in favor of changing the number of posts, but it was finally decided to leave the matter to the Point System Committee. No other definite action was taken.

It was reported that the election of the officers in the Musical Clubs is to be held with the Advisory Board and Executive Committee of the clubs, and that their action must be ratified by the Institute Committee.

It was reported that five hundred copies of the 1908 edition of "Concerning M. J. T." have been sent to preparatory schools throughout the United States, and that one hundred copies have been sent to different libraries.

The petition of the 1917 Executive Committee to reinstate President Hurlburd was read. In view of the fact that Hurlburd did not know that he could send a substitute to the Institute Committee meetings, it was decided that he should be reinstated.

(Continued on Page 3, Col. 2.)

Funeral of Harvey Dewson Held Today.

Services This Morning at 10.30—At Residence in Quincy.

The funeral of Harvey F. Dewson, who was captain of the class basketball team and vice-president of the class, will be held this morning at his home residence in Quincy, 256 Adams Street, at 10.30. Classmates and others who are intending to go will meet and take the 9.45 train from the South Station. This will enable them to reach the house in time for the service.

N. E. Championships.

Tech Enters Several in Meet Tonight.

Technology has entered several men in the New England Amateur Championships that will be held under the auspices of the A. A. tonight in Mechanics Building. Only two of the men have entered any of the Senior events, these being A. B. Curtis for the 45 yard high hurdles and O'Hara of the Freshman class in the 40 yard dash.

The other entries in the Juniors include Wilkins and Day and A. B. Curtis for the 40 yard dash. Huff and Day for the 45 yard high hurdles. The 400 seems to be the most popular event on the list, having four men signed up. These are C. T. Geuthing, W. Treat, Z. P. Chow, H. B. Richmond, and H. W. Treat. Geuthing, '15, is the only Tech man in the 600 yard run. Nye and Benson are the only other ones entered and they will run in the mile.

Libretto Writing.

Mr. Car's class in libretto writing will meet for the first time on March 11th.

Weather.

For Boston and vicinity: Fair and continued warmer with light westerly winds.

Calendar.

Friday, February 27, 1914.

4:15—Boys' Rehearsal for 1st Act, Room 1, Union.

4:15—Chorus Rehearsal, Dining Room, Union.

Saturday, February 28, 1914.

4:15—Wrestling Team Picture, Notman's, 3 Park St.

6:00—1912 Summer Camp Banquet, Rooms A and B, Union.

8:00—Open Wrestling Meet, East Weymouth.